
Prolec / BussmannMINI FUSE & AUTO FUSE TAPS

Rating: 10A
Suit Wire: #16AWG - 14AWG.
Tap Kit Includes: 5pcs x taps and 5pcs x insulated female push on

terminals.
Pack Size: 1
Bulk Pack: 1,000pcs also available upon request. Bulk pack is only for

taps and does not include terminals.
Notes: The device is not intended for use with accessories requiring

more than 10A.Make sure the original wiring is capable of withstanding

the added current draw of the new circuit. We recommend adding fuse

protection to the new circuit. Fuses not included in kits.

Create a new power circuit by tapping into power from an Includes insulated cexisting blade fuse. rimp

terminal for easy connection to the new circuit Very fast way to add a new unfused power circuit..
NEW
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Part Number
ATM-TAP
MINI-TAPSP

ATC-TAP
ATOF-TAPSP

Description
Tap kit for Mini fuse
Tap kit for Mini fuse

Tap kit for Auto fuse
Tap kit for Auto fuse

Crimp Terminal
4 8mm.
4 8mm.

6.3mm (1/4")
6.3mm (1/4")

Email: @info prolecproducts.com
prolecproducts.comWeb: www.

Brand
Bussmann
Prolec

Bussmann
Prolec

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The fuse has two terminals. One terminal connects to supply

power, the other terminal connects to load power ie. the

accessory. We recommend the fuse tap is placed on the

supply power terminal of the fuse (refer circuit diagram

below).

1. Slip the fuse tap over the leg of the fuse and insert the fuse

and the fuse tap into the fuse holder. The tab will protrude

above the fuse holder.

2. Crimp a wire to the included female terminal. Press the

terminal onto the tab. After installation is complete, you may

bend the fuse tap �at to the fuse holder to save space.

Important Notes:

1. *We recommend adding fuse protection to the new circuit.

2. Make sure the original wiring is capable of withstanding the

added current draw of the new circuit.
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